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** Note ** 

Harnesses for the wings will have a label that states Left or RIGHT side. 

LEFT WING RIGHT WING 

Step 1: Odd Number of Games Instructions. 

Attach the left wing and right wing to the center of the 

marquee.  Make sure you use the left wing on the left side 

and the right wing on the right side.  LED’s will light from 

the top row down when wings are installed on the correct 

side. 
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Step 2: Odd Number of Games Instructions. 

Attach the three  braces to the marquee using 9 AA6082 bolts 

and 9 AA6212 washers.  Then slide the cage mounts into each 

brace.  Attach using two AA6082 bolts, four AA6212 washers, and 

two PC60604 nylon nuts. 
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CB1158 



Step 3: Odd Number of Games Instructions. 

Attach the left arm bracket to the marquee using one PC60622 bolt and one AA6212 washer and tighten.  Se-

cure bracket with two AA0655 self tapper screws.  Then  attach one  NB1204 arm to the bracket using one 

AA6718 bolt, two AA6212 washers and one PC60604 nylon nut.   

REPEAT FOR THE RIGHT SIDE. 
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Step 4: Odd Number of Game Instructions. 

Attach the marquee  cage mounts using  four PC60604 nylon nuts on top of the cage and four AA60622 

from inside the cage.  The diagram below doesn't show the second support brace at the top of the cage.  

Then attach the braces with AA6049 bolts from the inside of the cage and two PC60604 nylon nuts outside 

the cage.   You can also use PC60622 Allen bolts instead of the hex head bolts if you wish. 

You are ready to program the marquee.  See program options for details. 
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** Note ** 

Harnesses for the wings will have a label that states Left or RIGHT side. 

LEFT WING RIGHT WING 

Step 1: For Even Number of GAMES. 

Attach the left wing and right wing to the center of the 

marquee.  Make sure you use the left wing on the left side 

and the right wing on the right side.  LED’s will light from 

the top row down when wings are installed on the correct 

side. 
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Step 2: Even Number of Games Instructions. 

Attach the three  braces to the marquee using 9 AA6082 bolts 

and 9 AA6212 washers.  Then slide the cage mounts into each 

brace.  Attach using two AA6082 bolts, four AA6212 washers, and 

two PC60604 nylon nuts. 
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Step 3: Even Number of Games Instructions. 

Attach the left arm bracket to the marquee using one PC60622 bolt and one AA6212 washer and tighten.  Se-

cure bracket with two AA0655 self tapper screws.  Then  attach one  NB1204 arm to the bracket using one 

AA6718 bolt, two AA6212 washers and one PC60604 nylon nut.   

REPEAT FOR THE RIGHT SIDE. 
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Step 4: Even Number of Game Instructions. 

Attach the marquee  cage mounts using  four PC60604 nylon nuts on top of the cage and four AA60622 

from inside the cage.  The diagram below doesn't show the second support brace at the top of the cage.  

Then attach the braces with AA6049 bolts from the inside of the cage and two PC60604 nylon nuts outside 

the cage.   You can also use PC60622 Allen bolts instead of the hex head bolts if you wish. 

You are ready to program the marquee.  See program options for details. 



How to link the marquee to NBA Hoops with Dot Matrix display. 

To link the marquee to NBA Hoops with a matrix display, connect one end of a RJ45 linking cable to J5 RJ45 

connector (not J22 or J23) on the marquee board.  Then connect the other end to the “IN” (J4) jack of Game 

one (see diagram below). 

Now connect another RJ25 linking cable from the “OUT” (J5) connector of Game one to the “IN” (J4) connector 

on Game two.  Continue to connect cabinets this way until you get to the last cabinet.  This cabinet you would 

connect a cable from the “out” (J5)  to the “TERM” (J9) connector of the same cabinet.   

No software options need to be changed in order to enable linking! 

NEVER MOVE GAMES WITH LINK CORD ATTACHED! 

Game 3 

OUT 

TERM 

Game 2 

IN 

OUT 

Game 1 

IN 

OUT 

When power is applied, the game will display its version number on the back board, 

then pause, show it’s assigned ID, then go into attract mode.  If the game shows 

dashes instead of a assigned ID number, there was failed communication between 

the games.  Double check connections go in to out and term is installed in last 

game. 

J5 

J23 
J22 



Station ID 0 Station ID 1 Station ID 2 
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Programming Option 19 is Station ID. 

J23 
J22 

J5 

Linking with older NBA Hoops games (no matrix display). 

Remove the 5 screws holding the back cover on the back of the marquee.   

Insert the phone line into either J22 or J23 jack of the marquee board. 

The other end of the phone Cord can connect to either the first or last game but not to both!  

 

*** Make sure not to use the RJ 45 jack (J5) on the marquee board ***  



1 

2 

Press the “START BUTTON” to advance through the different options. 

Press the “PLAYER SELECT BUTTON” to change the value of the option. 

Press the “PROGRAM BUTTON” located in the upper coin door to save your changes and exit program mode. 

NOTE: Game used to program marquee must be on ID #0. 

Programming Options for NBA Marquee Old (non matrix) 
Option     Default  Min Max Inc 

 

0 Score Base   75  25 250 1  Lowest Score 

1  Tickets    100  0 9975 25 Tickets for High Score 

2 Games To Dec   5  0 100 1 How many Lost games to Dec Score 

3 Dec Amount   5  1 20 1 When Dec change by this amount 

4 Games to Inc Tickets  1  0 100 1 Game losses to Inc Tickets 

5 Inc Amount   1  1 `20 1 How many tickets when Inc’d. 

6 Save High Score   0  0 1 1 High Score remains for power cycle 

7 Color 1    0  0 7 1 See color chart list in new programming  

8 Color 2    4  0 7 1 See color chart list in new programming 

9 Color 3    2  1 7 1 See color chart list in new programming 

10 Color Speed   5  0 20 1 Speed of Color cycle. 

HOW TO ENTER MARQUEE PROGRAM MODE FOR ORIGINAL NBA  

1. Open the game’s coin door. This is the upper door located on the upper right side of the lower cabinet. 

2. Locate the Program and Credit buttons.  The Program / Credit button instruction decal is located on the cash box 

enclosure. This will give you a brief description of the features outlined below, as well as how to use them. 

3. Press the Program button. 

4. Press the “Player Select” button. 



HOW TO ENTER MARQUEE PROGRAM MODE FOR NEW NBA 

The game must be in attract mode and not be being played.  From the front of the game open the upper coin door and press the 

“DOWN” button.  The Marquee will display P0 and a value.  The marquee is showing the first option and its programmed value.   

Pressing the “SELECT” button will cycle through the options. 

Pressing the “UP” button will increase the current value for that option. 

Pressing the “DOWN” button will decrease the current value for that option. 

To exit and save settings, press the “PROGRAM” button.  If you press the “PROGRAM” button again, it will enter the game’s pro-

gramming mode and not the marquee programming mode. 

PROGRAM SELECT UP DOWN 



Programming Options for NBA Marquee New  

 

Option     Default  Min Max Inc 

 

0 Score Base   75  25 250 1  Lowest Score 

1  Ticket Base   100  0 9975 25 Tickets for High Score 

2 Games To Dec   5  0 100 1 How many Lost games to Dec Score 

3 Dec Amount   5  1 20 1 When Dec change by this amount 

4 Games to Inc Tickets  1  0 100 1 Game losses to Inc Tickets 

5 Inc Amount   1  1 20 1 How many Tickets when Inc’d 

6 Save High Score   0  0 1 1 High Score remains for power cycle 

7 Color 1    0  0 7 1 Color 1 

8 Color 2    4  0 7 1 Color 2 

9 Color 3    2  1 7 1 Color 3 

10 Color Speed   5  0 20  1 Speed of Color Cycle 

 

 

Selected Color Numbers For both Versions 

 

Color 0 Red 

Color 1 White 

Color 2 Blue  

Color 3 Orange 

Color 4 Green 

Color 5 Yellow 

Color 6 Pink 

Color 7 Purple 

 

Note: 

To enter programming mode you must be on linked game #1.  Press the DN button to enter programming mode.  You cannot be in 

game programming mode to do this.  After that the Marquee will show a P0 and a value.  That is option #0.  Pressing the select 

button will cycle thru the modes.  Pressing the up button will increment the option wrapping if you go to far.  Pressing the dn 

button will decrement the option, again wrapping if you go to low. 

To exit MQ programming press the prg button.  Doing this once will exit programming of the marquee and pressing it again will 

enter programming for the game. 

 

 


